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Exhaustive motif discovery
Adjustable Parameters High Performance Computing
motif range threshold score
AAACCCTA 8-13 > 0 0.01047
AAACCCT 8-13 > 0 0.01089
AACCCTA 9-14 > 0 0.01076
... ... ... ...
AC 3-25 > 1 0.01044
... ... ... ...
● Maximum motif length 
● Depth of decision tree
● Use of IUPAC alphabet
● Use of positional information
W A or T
S C or G
M A or C
K G or T
R A or G
Y C or T







Look for the motif that best 
distinguishes between a positive 


















GCC: 0.008 GCC: 0.026
AAACCCT: 0.23
ATAA: 0.004 AGGGTT: 0.018 ACTA: 0.031 ACCCTA: 0.046
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The locations of motifs are saved 











● Benchmark “ribo” dataset with 
known motifs: 
“AAACCCTA” and “GGCCCAW”
● Top 3 motifs in motif tree










● For parallel execution MPI is used
● Suffix tree is used to partition motifs among nodes
● Bottom-up approach
● OpenMP used for IUPAC characters
● Top-down approach
● Select the motif (combination) 
that best distinguishes between 
the positive and negative 
sequences
















● Exhaustively loop over all motifs
● Calculate a score for each motif 
selecting the best range and 
threshold
● Score measures how much the 
collections are divided
● Benchmark dataset with 
known splice site: 
near position 200























Time is inversely proportional to 
# CPUs
 
 
564 pos
1735 neg
2255 pos
1568 neg
T [127-197]>24
Score:  0.34
4303 pos
316 neg
58 pos
3561 neg
622 pos
5296 neg
6558 pos
1884 neg
AG [186-198]>0
Score : 0.13
CAG [199-199]>0
Score:  0.14
